Assessment of the reproducibility of postprocessing dynamic CT perfusion data.
Commercially available software programs for the conversion of dynamic CT perfusion (CTP) source data into cerebral blood volume (CBV), cerebral blood flow (CBF), and mean transit time (MTT) maps require operators to subjectively define parameters that are used in subsequent postprocessing calculations. Our purpose was to define the variability of CBV, CBF, and MTT values derived from CTP maps generated from the same source data postprocessed by three different CT technologists (CTTs). Raw data derived from dynamic CTP examinations performed in 20 subjects were postprocessed seven times by three experienced CTTs. Parenchymal regions of interest derived from each map (CBV, CBF, and MTT) were compared. The CBF maps generated by each technologist were also qualitatively assessed. Decisions made by each analyzer during postprocessing were assessed. The intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.73 (95% CI, 0.64-0.81), 0.87 (0.83-0.91) and 0.89 (0.85-0.93), for the CBV, CBF, and MTT parenchymal regions of interest, respectively. All individual correlation coefficients between data sets were significant to a P value <.05. Measurement error, made solely on the basis of different technologists postprocessing the same source data and expressed as the coefficients of variation, were 31%, 30%, and 14% for CBV, CBF, and MTT, respectively. The selection of the arterial input function (AIF) region of interest, venous function region of interest, and preenhancement interval were very reproducible. The technologists differed significantly with respect to the selection of the postenhancement image (PoEI) (P <.01). A retrospective review of the individual CBF maps indicated that variance in the PoEI selection accounted for much of the variation in the qualitative appearance of the CBF maps generated by different technologists. The PoEI was selected to demarcate the baseline of the AIF time-attenuation curve. It is likely that this method of PoEI selection significantly contributed to intra- and interanalyzer variability. There is a high degree of correlation between parenchymal regions of interest derived from CBV, CBF, and MTT maps generated from the same dynamic CTP source data postprocessed by different operators. The level of agreement, however, may not be sufficient to incorporate quantitative values into clinical decision making. Quantitative differences between parenchymal regions of interest were not infrequently manifest as significant differences in the qualitative appearance of the CBF maps. It is likely that, with optimization of postprocessing parameter selection, the degree of variability may be substantially reduced.